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SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES SUMMER PROGRAMME 

(28.8.-15.9.2017) 

Week-by-week schedule 

WEEK 1
MONDAY 

28.8. 
TUESDAY 

29.8. 
WEDNESDAY 

30.8. 
THURSDAY 

31.8. 
FRIDAY 

1.9. 
WEEKEND 

2.-3.9. 

9.00–10.00 

Check-in  
to the  

FORENOM 
Aparthotel starts 

at 14.00! 

Workshop, Liv-
ing in Japan & 

Finland  

History of Fin-
land and Scan-

dinavia  

Finnish  
Language and 

Culture  

No scheduled  
activities 

10.00-11.00  
WELCOME 

PARTY 

11.00–12.00 
CAMPUS 

TOUR 
Study Trip Info  

12.00–13.00 LUNCH BREAK 

13.00–14.00 
Summer Pro-
gramme Info 

Oulu City Tour 
by bus  

Workshop, Liv-
ing in Japan & 
Finland – Inde-

pendent 
Group work 

History of  
Finland and 
Scandinavia: 
museum visit 

14.00–15.00 

15.00–16.00 
Finnish  

Language and 
Culture  

16.00- 
Finnish  

Traditions:  
SAUNAILTA! 

WEEK 2  
MONDAY 

4.9. 
TUESDAY 

5.9. 
WEDNESDAY 

6.9. 
THURSDAY 

7.9. 
FRIDAY 

8.9. 
WEEKEND 

9.-10.9. 

9.00–10.00 

STUDY TRIP TO OULANKA NATIONAL 
PARK 

 (please see the detailed schedule underneath 
this table) 

Workshop, Liv-
ing in Japan & 

Finland 

Workshop,  
Living in Japan & 

Finland –inde-
pendent group 

work 

No scheduled  
activities 

10.00–11.00 

11.00–12.00 

12.00–13.00 LUNCH BREAK 

13.00–14.00 
Finnish  

Language and 
Culture 

Finnish  
Language and 

Culture 
14.00–15.00 

15.00– 
Finnish Tradi-

tions: PLAYING 
MÖLKKY 



WEEK 3  
MONDAY 

11.9. 
TUESDAY 

12.9. 
WEDNESDAY 

13.9. 
THURSDAY 

14.9. 
FRIDAY 
15.9. 

WEEKEND 
16.–17.9. 

9.00–10.00 

Scandinavian So-
cieties  

Scandinavian 
Societies  

Workshop, 
Living in Japan 
& Finland – Fi-
nal Presenta-

tions 

Check-out from 
the FORENOM 

Aparthotel  
at 11.00!

10.00–11.00 
Finnish  

Literature,  
Moomins  

11.00–12.00 

12.00–13.00 LUNCH BREAK 

13.00–14.00 
Finnish  

Literature, Kale-
vala 

Visit to the 
Oulu  

University 
Teacher Train-

ing School 

Workshop, Liv-
ing in Japan & 
Finland – Inde-

pendent 
Group work 

Summer 
School  

Wrap-up 

14.00–15.00 
FAREWELL 

PARTY 

15.00–16.00 Finnish  
Traditions; 

BAKING  
”PULLA” 16.30- 



WEEK 2: STUDY TRIP (September 4th – 6th) 

The schedule provided here is directional, the exact schedule will be ready in August. All rights for 

the changes are reserved. 

MONDAY, September 4th: 

10.00  Bus leaves from the Forenom Aparthotel 

12.30–15.00  Lunch and possibly guided tours at the local attractions in Taivalkoski and Kuusamo 

17.00  Arrival to Oulanka Research Station at the Oulanka National Park 

17.00  Dinner and free time 

TUESDAY, September 5th: 

8.00  Breakfast at the Oulanka Research Station 

9.00  ENVIRONMENT AND LIVELIHOODS IN NORTHERN FINLAND 

12.00  Lunch at the Oulanka Research Station 

13.00 PROGRAMME THEME: ENVIRONMENT AND LIVELIHOODS IN NORTHERN FINLAND 

17.00 Dinner and free time 

WEDNESDAY, September 6th: 

8.00  Breakfast at the Oulanka Research Station 

9.00  ENVIRONMENT AND LIVELIHOODS IN NORTHERN FINLAND 

12.00 Lunch at the Oulanka Research Station 

13.00 Bus leaves to Oulu, visit to the Predator Center on the way back 

20.00 Approximate arrival time in Oulu 
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Introduction 

This program is about Scandinavian history, societies, and Finnish language, culture, 
literature and tradition. And also we learn about environment & livelihoods in northern 
Finland. 

I wanted to expand my mindset by touching cultures, languages, nature that isn't Japan. 
And also I wanted to meet people who could not meet without studying abroad. I thought 
that I could obtain ideas and knowledge that could not be gained by keeping in Japan. In 
living in the future, I strongly felt that English, which can communicate with many people, 
was important and wanted to improve my language skill. All of these reasons, I join this 
program. 
 

1 Lectures & Field Lectures 

1.1 Workshop, Living in Japan & Finland 
This is most big class in this program.  
In this class, we were divided into 8 groups which has Japanese & Finnish. All group were 

given different theme about Living in Finland & Japan.  
Our group theme is “Be careful with… and in case of emergency”. In our group work, at 

first we made 5 subtheme “Alcohol use, Getting sick, Getting lost, General living and 
Emergency”, and then we talked about them while making PowerPoint. End of making 
PowerPoint, we had some practice. At last we had a presentation to all classmate. 

 Thorough this class, I found some difference and common thing between Japan & Finland.  
And also our theme is difficult & important for exchange students to live in, other group 

theme is food or hobby and so on, so we decide to write concisely for everyone to 
understand important thing. Like this, this class is very good experience to learn difference 
& how to convey what I want to say.  

1.2 Finnish Language 
Before decision to join this program, I didn’t know anything about the Finnish language. 

At first I surprised at Finnish is very different from other European language. I know 
English, Russian and a little German, but Finnish is different from all of them. 
Pronounce of Finnish is simple compared with English and Russian, but there is some 

sound which is not in Japanese. It is difficult for me. 
 We learned only greeting, thanking, apologizing, self-introduction, some foods, and 

number, so I want to learn more about Finnish. I got a manga “ONEPIECE” in Finnish, so I 
decide to learn Finnish with it. 
At last class of language, we went supermarket. In supermarket I can recognize some 



Finnish, so I’m very glad. And also when I went ice hockey with my tutor, I can catch some 
word I’m very happy too. 

1.3 Finnish Culture 
This theme was talked in same class to Finnish language, but this is different theme, so I 

write this chapter. We were introduced Finnish culture, it is divided into experience, food, 
and spot. I experienced all culture which is introduced in this class, except for enjoying the 
sunset at Nallikari beach. In this program, experiences to go sauna, play Möllky “Finnish 
traditional game” and bake pulla is scheduled, so we can do them.  
Sauna is little bit different from Japanese, we think Finnish one is hotter, but Finnish said 

Japanese one is hotter. Because of these differences are humidity in sauna. Though there 
are difference, I thought both of them is very good. And also I enjoyed Möllky very much 
and pulla which is made by us was so delicious. 

1.4 History of Finland and Scandinavia 
In this lesson we studied the history of Finland and Scandinavia. 
I felt there was a part common to Japan and Ainu history until about 500 BC. However, 

since the country began to develop, it became a different from Japan. The reason is that 
Japan is an island country, Finland is a continental country, so it is considered that it was 
invaded by neighboring countries and invaded neighboring countries.  

1.5 Environment and Livelihoods in Northern Finland  
At Oulanka national park we heard about environment and livelihoods in Northern 

Finland. Before going Finland we heard this theme is only excursion, so I’m glad to have a 
lecture. In this lecture we learned about components of northern Finnish environment & 
livelihood.  
At first about their environment, we learn especially their forest, geographical features, 

and climates. I got to know there are many berries in Finland, and because of white nights 
they have long sunshine, so their berries are very sweet. In this program I ate many berries, 
they are very delicious. In addition, I was surprised at we can walk on only 5cm thick ice 
on lake. 
Secondly about their livelihood, their livelihood is consist of 5 components, Sami people, 

herding, mining, tourism, and forestry & agriculture. I became to be interested in how to 
raise reindeers. I got to know climate change affect reindeer herding. I was surprised at the 
delicacy of reindeers to climate changes. 

1.6 Scandinavian Societies 
This lecture was about the Scandinavian societies. In this class we had a workshop about 

image of Scandinavian countries. Thorough this workshop I learned their population, 
system of government, GDP & currency and so on. And also I got to know where & what 



brand & culture come from. Such as IKEA, Marimekko, LEGO, and so on. 
I thought I hadn’t known about Scandinavian countries. 

1.7 Finnish Literature, Kalevala & Moomins 
In this class we were divide into 4groups, each group got a different story were provide by 

teacher. We read one chapter of Kalevala and one story of Moomin.  
Our chapter is chapter 3 “Aino’s fate” in Kalevala. In this chapter Joukahainen’s sister, 

Aino, is forced to marry Väinämöinen, but Aino don’t want to marry Väinämöinen. And 
then she ran away from there and drowned. Finally she became a strange salmon.  
We read “Moomin builds a house”. In this story Moomin cannot live his house, because 

little My came and started to live his room. When he became he doesn’t have any room to 
live, he decided to build his own house at the instigation of little My. Finally Moomin 
completed his house, but he gave his house to Mymble family. There are little difference 
between Japanese one, but it is interesting & funny for me. 

1.8 Visit to Oulu University Teacher Training School 
At first we listened about Oulu University Teacher Training School by a vice principal. He 

talked us what they do in this facility. They have two function as a school for students and a 
school for teachers. They try many program to improve their education and find best ways. 
I was surprised these thing, because before I went teacher training school I thought there 
are only teachers, but there are also students. 
And also I was surprised at students’ and teachers’ motivation to studying is very higher 

than Japanese one. 
I found these two things make level of Finnish education high level. 
We should learn from Finland and improve Japanese education level. 

 
2 Excursion & Other Activities 

In this program, I am satisfied with not only studying but also other activities.  
We went and get tutors and teachers to take us to many place. Such as tutor’s friend’s 

summer house, forest, seashore, tutor’s house, ice hockey, botanical garden national park, 
predator center, reindeer farm, and so on. In addition, we did badminton, cooking, 
mahjong, sauna, BBQ, and so on.  

At tutor’s friend’s summer house, I enjoyed to talk with Finnish people, go sauna, watch 
fireworks, dive to lake, and so on.  
Ice hockey game is very speedy and exciting. 
At national park, their magnificent and spacious scenery amazed me, and I ate many 

berries. We were lucky to have good weather because last year & two years ago they had 
rain. 



Playing mahjong with foreign people is new for me. 
I saw some things that only I had heard but never see. 

 
 
3 Advices for next participants 

I was surprised at a toilet. Their toilet is higher than Japanese and how to flash is difficult 
and have many pattern. 
I think prices is not so expensive, but some grocery is cheaper than Japanese. 
(Don’t forget restaurant and some luxury goods are so expensive.)  
If you use same hotel, Forenom Aparthotel, their washing machine is not good and only 

three machine. White clothes become darker because of using them. And their machine is 
only three, so you should take care. 

In Finland, they have a cheaper pocket Wi-Fi, so you want to get one, you should ask your 
Finnish tutor. I got to know that last week, so I regretted it. 

You should get offline map before you come to Finland. 
With an excellent police force and stable political environment Finland is safe and secure 

environment for business tourism and living. Crime statistics remain low compared to 
United States and other developed countries. However, it is always advisable to keep an 
eye on your belongings. Please don’t leave your bags unattended. 

Emergency number is 112, you should tell them your name, place and the kind of accident 
in English. 
 

4 Influence on my life and future studies 
I felt that my thinking way has expanded by touching cultures, languages and nature other 

than Japan.First of all, I met various people that I could not meet without studying abroad 
and I started to find the future direction. 

I gained ideas and knowledge that I could not get by keeping it in Japan. 
When living in the future, I felt strongly that English that can communicate with many 

people is important, therefore, motivation for improving language ability has grown. 



In this study I felt that students' motivation to study was higher than that of Japanese 
students. As students' motivation for learning about specialized, English, other cultures and 
other languages were increased through this study abroad due to the influence, so I decided 
to settle their foundations during the latter 3 years and think that I would like to study 
abroad for a long time after going to graduate school became. 
From now on, I will review the special subjects I have learned so far and strengthen the 

listening skills I felt weakness in English. Also, since I got a book written in Finnish, I will 
learn about Finland and Finnish language using it. 
 

5 Impression & Thanks 
This short term program is very good, very joyful and much moved.  
And I get two thought from this program.  
At first I have to study English because I want to be able to listen more. I need more 

vocabulary and more listening.  
Second, I want to study abroad again and I want to stay more long time. I want to go 

another place and also want to go Finland again. 
In addition I communicated with local people through English at this study abroad, 

absorbed local culture and talked about Japanese things (tradition, manga, etc.). Thanks to 
that, I do not think that the knowledge of English has increased, but the ability to 
communicate in English seems to have improved. 
I felt that I can think widely and gain a lot of knowledge than learning in Japan. 
In next study abroad and my life from now on, I can make use of this experience. 
I appreciate all people such as teacher and tutor involved this program. Thank you 

Dr.Heidi, Mr. Petteri, Mr. Juha, Dr. Kaeriyama, all person who gave a lecture to us and all 
members of this program. 
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Learning at University of Oulu 
   I went to Oulu University, Finland, and took several lectures and did some workshops 
there. I learned about Finnish language, history and society, reindeer, environment and 
livelihoods, Finnish literature, and Finnish education system. 
 
Finnish Language (29th Aug., 1st, 7th, and 8th Sep.) 
   In Finland, Finnish (Suomi) and Swedish (Ruotsi) are spoken as national languages. There 
are some similarity points and differences between English and Finnish. Finnish has similar 
words such as “tomaatti” (tomato), “hotelli” (hotel), however, Finnish words are pronounced 
in a different way. They are pronounced like Roman characters. I think that’s why it is said 
that Finnish is somewhat similar to Japanese. But there are also quite different words like 
“sanakirja” (dictionary(!)). 
   At first, I could hardly understand Finnish words which are so long and complicated. But 
learning structure of the words, the Finnish alphabet, 
pronunciation…, I got better at them. (sanakirja 
(dictionary)=”sana” (word)+”kirja” (book)) 
   Also, I became able to greet, say “thank you,” and 
introduce myself in Finnish!! I was inspired by this 
lecture so I decided to keep studying Finnish. Moimoi! 
 
Workshop on the Living in Japan & Finland (30-31th Aug., 7th, 8th, 13th and14th Sep.) 
   This was a workshop in order to share the information for foreign students who come to 
Japan/Finland for the first time. We separated in 8 groups consisted of both Japanese and 
Finnish students. Each group had their own theme which should be necessary for exchange 
students. 
   My group’s theme was “Moving around.” I made a presentation which contains ways of 
transportation, costs, comparisons of comfortability, time and so on. I shared my knowledge 
with other members or did some research, then put them into our presentation. 
   Although it was hard to think from the viewpoint of foreigner, it was a good chance to 
review my country or city. I was surprised that you can bring your bicycle or pets into the local 
bus in Oulu! 
 
History, societies of Finland and Scandinavia (31th Aug., 1st, 11th and12th Sep.) 
   Finland is included in “Fennoscandia,” NOT included in “Scandinavia.” I was a little 
surprised at that. (“Scandinavia” includes Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, and 

"ä" "ö" 
How to pronounce? 



“Fennoscandia” includes Scandinavia, Finland, and Iceland.) 
   The history of Fennoscandia is difficult for me because I have little background of studying 
world history. The dominant country of each region is often replaced. For instance, some or 
all of Finland was once conquered by Sweden and Russia. 
   I learned about Finnish native people “Finns” and “Sámi people.” They hunted beaver, 
moose, and bear for fur. They worshiped bear as a sacred animal. I found Finns and Sámi 
people have a similar culture to Ainu (,native people in Hokkaido). 
 
Reindeer (4th Sep.) 
   I visited Palosaari Reindeer and fishing farm, 
watched and heard farmer’s stories about reindeer 
feeding. Since I went to Alaska and saw many 
reindeers last year, it was not the first time I see 
reindeers. However, I was impressed by the 
reunion to them for the first time in a year. 
   Unlike last year, I could even touch and feed 
them because they were right in front of us. I felt 
a hard horn and a soft fur. They were so 
accustomed to humans that they ate lichen (moss) 
and walked around being stroked by us. It was fun 
to hear farmer’s stories while a few reindeers were 
walking around me. 
There was one reindeer that all covered with 
white hair. (Usually their hair is brown.) He was an albino. He was the most beautiful reindeer 
I have ever seen. 
The farmers said they were feeding about 100 reindeers in their mountain. But I thought they 
did not recognize how many reindeers they actually feed because they were grazing reindeers 
in nature, in other words, there were no fences around the mountain. 
The feeding style is remarkable. Farmers do not do anything in summer season, except for 
making pasture roll at the farm. Reindeers find and eat some mushrooms, berries, lichen, and 
other plants all by themselves. Then, when winter comes, they come back to the farm because 
there are little foods in the forests. So farmers have to feed and take care of them only in 
winter.  
I was so amazed at the interesting system. 
 
Environment and Livelihoods in Northern Finland (5-6th Sep.) 

I fed them 



   This lecture was held at Oulanka Research 
Station at Oulanka National Park. In this lecture, 
I learned about environment and livelihoods in 
northern Finland such as reindeer hunting, 
tourism, forestry, mining, etc.  
   Finland was all covered with glacier in old days. 
So you can see many landforms influenced by 
glaciers. For example, you can see drumlin fields, 
kettle lakes, eskers, and ground moraines. I saw 
them during the excursion in the Park.  
Since I am interested in geography and studied it 
in high school, I was so excited to know how the 
terrains were formed and see them in practice! I 
also learned how to analyze enormous data and 
make a conclusion. That experience is helpful for 

future studies. 
 
Oulanka Research Station (6th Sep.) 
   Metsähallitusen is a Finnish private company taking care of Finnish nature. I listened to 
one worker’s story at Oulanka Research Station. She talked that Metsähallitusen’s task is to 
treat and protect nature and its species. Oulanka National Park is also maintained by that 
company. There are 40 National Parks ran by it in Finland. 1500 people work as permanent 
workers and additionally 500~1500 people help them during the busy season. 
   I was moved that such a lot of people were working for Finnish nature.  
 
Predator Center (6th Sep.) 
   Reindeer has 5 predators; bear, wolverine, eagle, 
wolf, and lynx. I visited the Predator Center. I saw 
such predators except for wolverine which has gone 
already…. I was a little disappointment because I 
was looking forward to watching it.  
   At the Predator Center, I also saw fox and 
“Juuso,” the painting brown bear (,unfortunately, he 
was just sleeping that day). All the animals there are 
raised on the purpose for tourism. 
 

Discussion, “What are the 

vulnerabilities of reindeer herding?” 

Wolves 



Finnish Literature “Kalevala” and “Moomins” (11th and13th Sep.) 
   The first day of this lesson, I learned about “Kalevala.”  
   Kalevala is an European national epic which symbolize independence from dominators. It 
had a role of firelighters for Finnish nationalism. 
It was written by Elias Lönnrot. He was a writer, a doctor, a botanist, a literary, a Finnish 
linguist, a collector of Finnish private tales. He traveled eastern Finland and collected folklore 
tales. Then put them together into Kalevala. 
   The story of Kalevala is fantastic and mysterious like science fiction. Although the words 
were often too old to understand, I was attracted to the dramatic story. 
Next, Moomins!! Before this program, I did 
not know that Moomins came from Finland, 
even it is so famous all over the world. I had 
rarely watched it in my childhood, so I 
imagined that it is a fancy, childish story. But 
I have changed my mind now. 
I read Moomins cartoons and found that it is 
much more serious story than I expected and 
appeals strong massage to us. 
Tove Jansson, the writer of Moomins, was a 
caricaturist. During World War II, she 
created the Moomin world whose stories have to be happy ending, where no one was not 
allowed to die. 
 
Teacher Training School, University of Oulu (12th Sep.) 
   I went to Oulu University Teacher Training School and learned Finnish education system. 
There are primary school and secondary school, 1200 students are studying in total, and 600 
student teacher are training to become a good teacher.  
   In Finland, there are no compulsory tests to students. So how will the grades be 
determined? It is according to national criteria. If you could not meet the criteria, you will not 
be allowed to graduate. But don’t worry, there is an additional school year for studying more 
carefully. I think it is very kind system. Moreover, tuition is free of charge until university 
graduation!  
   Language education in Finland is admirable! Finnish pupils start there compulsory 
education when they are 7 years old. Finnish and Swedish are spoken as national languages. 
So they can already speak both of them. Then, they start to learn English when they are 9 or 
10. Furthermore, when they become 10 years old, they choose their second foreign language 

Moomins family 

(https://www.reddit.com/r/SketchDaily/comments/

30sc0a/march_30th_moomin/) 



and start learning it. Our teacher said, “It’s too late to start learning English in Japan!” I cannot 
agree anymore. 
   I was so amazed when I was watching one French lecture. 15-year-old students were 
studying in the classroom, but most students did not sit on their own seat in front of the 
blackboard. They were doing something with a computer. It was an independent workshop 
time, so students were doing their tasks (vocabulary building, grammar,…) at their own paces. 
They seemed to enjoy their jobs as if playing games. I believe it is effective to study with fun. 
 
Visits 
   During my stay, I did many excursions. Oulu bus tour, museum, sauna, Oulanka National 
Park, etc…. I mentioned about only sauna and Oulanka National Park here. 
Sauna 
   I went to a floating sauna with some 
of my friends. Surprisingly, this sauna 
was floating on the river! People 
entering the sauna wore swimsuits and 
enjoyed it. When I felt hot, I could get 
out of it, jumped into the river, and 
swim! Since it is common that men and 
women take the same sauna room in 
Finland, I enjoyed hot sauna and cold 
swimming with friends and other 
Finnish customers regardless of gender. 
It was an unforgettable experience in my life! 
Oulanka National Park 
   During the study trip (4,5,6.Sep.), I trekked a part of the Karhunkierros Trail in Oulanka 
National Park. I hiked a few kilometers trails taking around 4 hours. I ate some kinds of 

Soooo crazy!! 



autogenous berries, some tasted sour, and others 
were bitter. My teacher told the average Finnish 
eats about 8 kg of wild berries per year. As she 
said, wild berries were growing naturally 
everywhere in the forests and Finnish teachers or 
tutors tended to taste them.  
   I was also overwhelmed by spectacular 
landscape such as lake, waterfall, and cliff that red 
iron oxide appeared. It was an awesome 
excursion! 
    
Living in Oulu 
   I stayed at Forenom Aparthotel. Two people 
shared one room. I had a kitchen and a bathroom in my room, and there was a shared kitchen 
and a shared laundry on my living floor. Since there were some grocery stores or fast food 
restaurants like McDonalds or Subway near the aparthotel, so I did not have worry about 
meals. I live with my family in my hometown. Therefore, cooking every meal was fun for me 
because it was something like a living alone.  

   The environment of living in Oulu 
suited me. The climate was comfortable. 
The average temperature during 
daytime was 15 to 20℃. Long daytime 
due to sunshine hours made me cheerful. 
Living was not busy. Most people finish 
their work at 4 pm and go home or go to 
play. I played Finnish traditional playing 
“Mölkky” after school (Still 3 pm!). I 
wished if I could live in Oulu forever! 
 
For the future 

   This summer program inspired me to study foreign language more deeply, especially 
English and Finnish. At the French class in the teacher training school, I was so shocked  
when I saw 15-year-old girls mastered more than three languages. I would like to keep 
studying and someday make everyone I met at this program surprised! 
   Moreover, lectures at Oulu University gave me an opportunity to think about my home 
country in terms of society, welfare, and education. I gained a perspective that in living in 

Iron oxide cliff 

My room, Forenom 



Japan, Japanese society has both pros and cons. So from now on I would like to live on with 
such a wide perspective. 
 
Advices  
   Here are some advices I think is important for exchange students. 
Bring good garments 
Suitable cloths, jackets, hat, gloves, scarf, in order not to feel cold. Without warm clothes, it is 
such a hardship trying to watch aurora in midnight 
In my case, it was about 15-20℃ in daytime, 5-10℃ (maybe) at night. It was rainy and windy 
some days. 
Unfair rooms 
   I had my own kitchen in my room, but some people did not have it. If you don’t, ask to 
your neighbors who have one. (I cooperated with my friends who didn’t have their own 
kitchen; we paid money each other for materials, and cooked for everyone in turn.) 
   But don’t worry. You will have shared kitchen on your living floor. 
Weak Wi-Fi 
   Free Wi-Fi was available in the aparthotel, in the campus, also around Oulu. However, it 
was sometimes disconnected in the aparthotel, even there were days it was disconnected all 
day long! 
   So if you want to stay connected to the Internet stably, I recommend bring a pocket Wi-
Fi. 
Nice cooking life 
   If you want to cook everyday, first of all, bring from Japan or buy seasonings. They are 
necessary for satisfied cooking. 
   I used sugar, salt, pepper, soy sauce, salad oil, ketchup, sweet sake (=Mirin). 
You can buy all of them at a supermarket in Oulu. “Valkea” (shopping mall including 
supermarket) and “Prisma” (hypermarket) are very useful. 
   Don’t forget to check how to say these seasonings in Finnish! (The names are written in 
Finnish.) 
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I went to Finland and participated the Scandinavian Studies Summer Programme 2017.  
 
1. Lessons 
1-1. Finnish language 

I was looking forward to learning Finnish language because I have never been to Finland 
and I am interested in foreign country’s language. 
Finnish language is one of the official language in Finland (the other is Swedish). And it is 
Uralic languages. Therefore, its structure of sentence and words, and vocabulary are different 
from other European languages. So, I felt learning Finnish language was difficult. 
 Ms. Heidi taught us Finnish language. At the beginning of the lecture, we learned how 
to write Finnish alphabet and pronounce. Then we learned the number, short words, and 
greetings that we can use in daily life. At the end of the lecture, we went to supermarket 
around Oulu University. And Ms. Heidi gave us a task that finding some products and prices 
written in Finnish language. 
Totally, we enjoyed learning Finnish language because we always practiced pronunciation.  
I want to continue to learn Finnish language because I just learned the very basic Finnish 
language. 

1-2. Finnish Culture 
Each lesson, we listened to popular Finnish music. I thought the music was a little closed 

to British music because I felt sorrow from it.  
Also, we enjoyed Finnish tradition. It was “SAUNAILTA”. Finland is famous for sauna 

so we visited sauna. Finnish sauna is different from Japanese one. People pour water onto 
heated rocks and then steam is generated from them. That makes sauna room very hot so our 
body is also warmed. Generally, people talk with friends or family, or look back on 
themselves silently. I felt it is like Japanese bath culture.  

Finally, we had a class to make traditional bread called “Pulla”. It is like cinnamon roll 
but the shape is unique I think. Finnish people always eat Pulla with coffee.  

1-3. Finnish Literature 
“Kalevala” 

Kalevala was created by Elias Lönnrot and it is European national epic. It was published 
in 1835. This epic made Finnish language’s status more powerful like Swedish or Russian. 

“Kalevala” was based on folklore. But Elias chose the songs and folk poetry and 
changed the order to make “Kalevala” coherent story. To be consistent, he edited the story. I 
think that makes complex and difficult to understand. 
In my opinion, “Kalevala” is fantastic as an art work because it is easy to understand the 



depiction of the scene and the emotions of the characters.  
“Moomin” 

Moomin was created by Tove Marika Jansson. The first moomin story was made in 1939 
during Second World War and published in 1945 in Sweden. She made it to get rid of strict 
and hard condition because of Winter War and Continuation War. Therefore, the stories have 
to be happy ending and no one wasn’t allowed to die. 
 In our lesson, we were divided into some groups, and we read the cartoons and explain 
the characters and story. 
 After this lesson, my idea of moomin was changed very much. At first, the contents of 
cartoon were satirical and humorous. And I was surprised that characters’ personality was 
nasty. But I have never taken such a literary lesson, so I was excited. 

1-4. Living in Japan & Finland 
We made a group with Oulu University students and gave a presentation.  
Each group was given theme about the difference between Japan and Finland. Our 

group’s theme was food. So, we researched about the kind and price of things sold at the 
supermarket, restaurants and school cafeterias. I was interested in the products sold at the 
supermarket because the price depends on made in EU countries or not EU. And Finnish 
agriculture also affects the price. 

Also, we researched about traditional dishes. Japanese food is related to events like New 
Year’s celebration and Girl’s day, but Finnish food is related to historical person such as 
Michael Agricola. That interested me. 

1-5. History of Finland and Scandinavia 
Through this lecture, I wanted to understand the history of Finland and differences 

between Finland and Japan. 
One of my impressive things during this lesson is that Finnish people have overcome 

hardships. Finland is located between Russia and Scandinavian countries so Finland was 
involved in a war many times. I think that condition made Finnish people uncomfortable. 

And Japan is surrounded by the sea so foreign countries couldn’t attack japan then many 
kinds of Japanese original culture was born. But Finland culture is affected by other foreign 
culture like Sweden or Russia. So, I think geographical situation is important for creating 
history. 

1-6. Scandinavian Societies 
We discussed the images of Scandinavian countries and Finland, and then researched 

about from data such as population, system of government, GDP and currency to brands or 
pop culture. 
 We studied Denmark. There are many products specialized in design like LEGO or 



Royal Copenhagen. Also, Denmark is known as the happiest country in the world because 
Denmark’s social welfare system is enhanced. But economy situation like GDP is like Japan. 
So, I think Japan may take a lesson from them. 

1-7. Teacher Training School 
I knew that Finnish education system is superior to other countries. Principal at 

secondary school at Oulu University told about the education system. 
Finnish school and university are almost public. Compulsory education consists of 6 

years primary school and 3 years secondary school. 
Curriculum is different from Japanese one. Teacher choose textbook and make schedule 

and tests. And no inspectors or outside testing in school. And no compulsory national tests 
to pupils. School follows just national criteria. I think the responsibilities of teachers is very 
big. Also, to keep their education standard high, teachers must take master’s degree and strict 
trainings and sometimes they are evaluated by pupils. Then pupils can take high level classes.  

 
2. Excursion 
2-1. Palosaari Reindeer and Fishing Farm 

 We went this farm before visiting Oulanka National Park. This farm shows reindeer 
herding. Reindeer herding is representative of agriculture in Lapland. We learned many 
things about them from a woman who worked in this farm. 
 This farm had about 100 reindeers. Generally, reindeer farmers feed moss. Male reindeer 
have horns which are covered by skin. The horns fall in winter and they grow in the same 
shape until next winter. The bigger horns are, the more attractive for female. In this farm, 
babies are born naturally, not artificially. Also, farmers put reindeers to forests (this system 
is called grazing.) from May to the beginning of December. And farmers take care of them 
in their fence from December to the end of April.  
 Usually, reindeers are fed to sell their meat. The worker said that the price has been 
increasing recently so reindeer herding become popular. After watching around this farm, we 
ate sausages made from reindeer. It was delicious. 

2-2. Oulanka National Park 
 We studied about environment and livelihoods in northern Finland and walked around 
this park.  
 Main livelihoods in this area are reindeer herding, forestry, mining, and tourism. Finland 
has a lot of boreal forests so Finnish people use the resources like paper or pulp. We also can 
see tundra, and taiga. Furthermore, Finland is famous for berries. We can pick over 50 kinds 
of berries and 37 kinds of them are edible! I was surprised that the average amount of berries 
Finnish people eat in one year is 8 kilograms. 



 While walking around Oulanka National park, we eat some kinds of berries. It was very 
sweet. Teacher told that berries are sweet because the sun always rises during summer and 
nice weather caused by Gulf stream. 

 Therefore, I found that Finnish people is proud of their nature. 
 
3. Life in Oulu 

 Tutors took care of us. They were really kind and friendly. My tutor studied Japanese in 
Hokkaido University so we could talk in not only English but also Japanese. And we had 
opportunities to talk with many students during classes or at the cafeteria. This situation made 
my English better. 
 On weekdays, we spent a time to study at the university. But classes often ended until 
16:00 therefore we could walk around university or city center after school. On weekends, 
we went to sightseeing spots like science center called “Tietomaa”, or Santa Claus village 
with tutors. 
  

4. Effect to my future 
 I am third grade and I will belong to a laboratory. Before I joined this program, I couldn’t 
make my mind about studying or my future. But this exchange experience stimulated me 
very much and I am interested in research and working in a foreign country. Especially in 
Finland, the distance between professor and students is shorter than Japan and I will be able 
to get a lot of experience and knowledge. Also, the style of work in Finland is very attractive 
for me. Normally, people starts to work at 8 a.m. and end at 4 p.m. It is unbelievable in Japan. 
 I may not know the whole things in Finland because of short-term exchange program, 
but I want to contribute to Finland which gives me wonderful experience. And I feel this 
program is very beneficial for me. 
 

5. Advices 
CLIMATE & AURORA 
 The climate in Oulu is cool and the weather is changeable. I think it is like Hokkaido in 
October and November. You should bring raincoat, gloves, and scarf. If you want to see 
aurora, you must check the site called aurora forecast. I always checked it. 
MEAL 
 We can eat lunch at 2.6€ at the school cafeteria on weekdays. To save money, you should 
cook for yourself. There were many supermarkets around our hotel so we used them. And in 
my case, I made a group for breakfast and dinner with other members. 
MONEY 



 I brought 380€ in cash and I felt it was enough included meal, souvenir, and sightseeing. 
However, credit card is mainly used in Finland so I think it is useful to make credit card. 
When I bought a ticket for train called VR, I couldn’t pay in cash. 
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Introduction 
At first, I`d like to explain the reason why I decided 
to participate in the program. I have been interested in 
Nordic countries for a long time partly because of its 
social welfare system which is famous as one of the 
top of the world, and I come to want to know what 
makes the system well-working. This program 
provides us a lot of knowledge as a 
 lecture such as history of Scandinavia and Finland, 
Finnish language, environment and so on. Moreover, 
we can know how people live in the system through 
conversation with people who live in Finland and 
living in the country for about two weeks. 
So now, I`ll introduce you what we learned from 
lectures and study trip.                                         
Oulu 
 
Contents 
1 Finnish Language and Culture 
2 Workshop, Living in Japan and Finland 
3 Scandinavian History and Society 
4 Study trip 
6 Finnish Literature 
 
 
1. Finnish Language and Culture 

I learned Finnish in English in this lecture. Although that was a first time learning foreign 
language in another foreign language for me, I understood most of the contents of the lecture, 
maybe because teacher was also learner of English and she handed us a useful handout which 
was made for the lecture. At first, we learned both points: what makes Finnish easy and 
difficult. I felt Finnish was easy because there are no articles, no gender, and no future tense. 
Moreover, words order like subject-verb-object is almost equal to English. However, Finnish is 
often said that it is one of the most difficult language in the world because of endings and 
suffixes instead of prepositions or word to express different meaning and relations. I thought it 



was very difficult that words are created by adding or sticking words together, but I didn`t learn 
such a difficult point in the lectures. The lectures provide students knowledges about how to 
introduce ourselves, greeting, apologizing, and how to make basic form of sentence. 
Fortunately, there were a lot of chances to use what we had taught today, so our speaking in 
Finnish skill improved so fast. I hadn`t been interested in Finnish, but by its pretty sounds, I got 
to feel like learning it more by myself. 
2. Workshop, Living in Japan and Finland 

Purpose of this workshop is to know important information about each country when each 
country`s students go the other country as exchange students. Each group have their own topic 
like Food, Studying, Free time and hobbies and so on, and make a presentation talking about 
topic from both sides. So, each group has Finnish and Japanese. To make a presentation, 
students had to talk with Finnish in English to share their information. This class had a lot of 
independent group work time, so we had to make an appointment to meet at somewhere. I 
noticed that the class was very useful to know about not only Finland but also about Japan. 
When Finnish student asked me some question about Japan, I wasn`t able to answer to the most 
of them and researched to know the answer. Off course, such conversations had made my 
speaking skill better little by little. At the last workshop class, I listened to other group`s 
presentation. Through the class, we got to know more about Japan and Finland. 
3. Scandinavian History and Society 
I was very interested in this class because history is a background of a present situation of 

Finland and Scandinavia, which is attractive for me. In the class, teacher let us know prehistory 
to history of 20century. I had never learned it, so everything was new. I was surprised to know 
that Finland had been occupied by Sweden or Russia for a long time because I had an image 
that Nordic countries are peaceful from the fact that Sweden is neutral. Finland was occupied by 
Sweden about AD 1155 at first. In 1700, the war between Sweden and Russia started and finish 
at 1721. Since that war, Finland had been annoyed by many wars between these two countries. 
Finland finally managed to be independent from Russia in 1917 due to revolution of Russia. 
After the independence, Finland had wars with Soviet Union, having never been occupied.  
I felt that language education is largely affected by the history. There are two common 

language and children must learn English. Moreover, if students want to, they can learn French 
or Germany. France and German had a close relationship with Finland in the history: France 
revolution and WWⅡ. At the last class, we made some group and each group researched and 
made presentation about each Nordic countries. So, we got to know not only about Finland but 
about the other Nordic countries` society. 
4. Study trip 

I went to Oulanka national research center which is approximately 260km away from Oulu by 



bus. On the way to go to national center, we took a lunch time break in Jalavan kauppa, which is 
a first shop in Finland and we enjoyed delicious lunch and shopping. Next, on the way, we 
arrived at reindeer farm. We experienced to feed and touch them. Furthermore, we ate reindeer 
sausage. While eating it, owner of the farm taught us how to live with reindeer. They must give 
off reindeers in spring to maintain the number of them and collect them before winter come to 
let them survive. It was more difficult than I thought. Also, we went to predator center on the 
way back to the hotel we stayed. We watched predators such as linxs, bears, wolfs, and so on 
with English guiding. 
Arrived at the research center. we took a lecture about environment and livelihoods in northern 

Finland. Teacher told us that there were a lot of landform which is unique to here because of the 
glacier which had covered a continent of Finland in the past. By the effect of the glacier 
completely melting, I was very surprised to 
hear that height of the continent go up 1cm to 
2cm each year even now. Also, we walked 
5km in Oulanka national park with our 
teacher. It is preserved by a company to save a 
beautiful nature. I noticed a lot of things 
teacher told us like tree, unique landform 
called moraine, and the system people used to 
collect and separate reindeers called Pen.                              
Oulanka national park  
In the lecture, teacher also taught us about environment problems like land use conflict. In 

Finland, many people use the land. Someone use it for agriculture, some use it for reindeer 
herding, tourism, mining and so on. While someone would like to preserve the nature, someone 
would use the nature as a farm or mining point. I didn`t know the fact, so when I heard this, I 
felt shock about that. However, I`m happy to know about many things in Finnish nature not only 
through lectures but also through touching it. 
5. Finnish Literature 
 In this class, students read The Moomin and Kalevara. We made 4groups and each group had a 
different part of Kalevara and The Moomin as a homework to read. We had to explain the story 
of our own part. I`m very interested in mother`s power in Kalevara. There are three mothers. 
One mother`s tear from her eyes when she lost he daughter become large three islands. Another 
mother give life to her son who is dead. The last mother is great witch. Moreover, other woman 
in the story are also strong and decisive, but men are depicted as stupid and pitiful. I wonder 
that the relation can apply to actual world in Finland. 
 The story of The Moomin is more different than I expected. I thought The Moomin is for a 



child, so it is very easy, peaceful, and there are no fatal accidents in the story. However, there 
happens some accidents in all story like heavy snow, Moomin`s girlfriend falls in love with 
another guy, flooding by heavy rain, and Moomin also falls in love with another lady. After 
reading it, I come to think that the story is fun for both child and adult. The story is written 
when WWⅡ continued, so I sometimes felt metaphor of the war from the fatal accidents.  
Conclusion 
 I wrote a lot of things I learned from the lecture above, but there are many thing I learned not 
from the lecture. We had a no schedule activity in weekend, so we experienced what we would 
like to do. I was touched to see Finnish`s kindness and politeness. They always greet bus driver 
when they ride and get off and vice versa. When I lost my way, they always said to me “May I 
help you?”. After I said “Good bye”, they always said “Have a nice day”. What a wonderful 
people! These great experiences will be changed into opportunity to think about Japanese 
education and social system. If you take part in the program, don`t be shy to everything to get a 
lot of something precious. I know that I did great experiences under many supports by Heidi, 
tutors, and everyone who had a relation with the program. Thanks God for wonderful 
encounters with people whom I met in Finland, and I`d like to express my deepest appreciation 
for everyone who gave me a precious time in the program. Thank you! 
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